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Overview
Choosing the right electronic access control solution is at the heart of your company’s security
ecosystem – whether used only for access control, or for other applications such as cashless
vending, logical access, transportation or biometric data—choosing the right credential and
reader system for your current needs—and for what might happen—in the future is critical.
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Schlage® offers a variety of accessories and replacement parts to ensure your readers are always
performing well.
Reader covers
Replacement reader covers can be used to replace faded or cracked covers and to change the
color of your readers along with any updates to the facility’s décor. We offer four color options —
black, cream, cool tone gray and warm tone brown.
Cosmetic backplate covers
While replacing legacy readers with Schlage readers, the footprint of the legacy reader may be
larger than that of the new reader. Cosmetic backplate covers accommodate this issue. Available
in three sizes, our cosmetic backplate covers are designed to cover holes and unpainted areas that
you do not wish to invest time and money to repair.

Cosmetic backplate covers

Quick-connect cable
The quick connect cable allows the installer to connect the necessary reader wires without the
hassle of a reader case hanging off the other end. Simply connect the wiring harness and plug the
reader in, it’s that easy. Every reader already comes with a quick-connect cable, but you can order
the cable separately if you need extras.
Other accessories
Following repeated use, the magnetic stripe read head in a reader can wear down. We offer a
replacement magnetic stripe read head for our Schlage multi-technology magnetic stripe readers.
Reader mounting backplates are designed as a quick mounting bracket for a simplified
installation process. Every reader comes with a reader backplate, but you can also order these
separately if you need replacements and extras.

Quick-connect cable

Part number

Black

23846520

23846553

23846587

23846611

24064149

24064198

Brown

23846546

23846579

23846603

23846637

24064156

24064206

Gray

23846538

23846561

23846595

23846629

24064172

24064222

Cream

23920648

23920655

23920598

23920606

24064164

24064214

Corresponding reader model

PR10 and SM10

MT11

MT15

MTK15

MTMS15

MTMSK15

Reader type

Mini-mullion

Mullion

Single gang

Single gang
with keypad

Magnetic stripe

Magnetic stripe
with keypad

Dimensions
(HxWxD)

4.26" x 1.72" x
0.81"

5.91" x 1.72" x
0.81"

5.1" x 3.25" x
0.76"

5.1" x 3.25" x
0.76"

4.43" x 5.17" x
1.15"

4.43" x 5.17" x
1.15"

Material

PNT polymer

PNT polymer

PNT polymer

PNT polymer

PNT polymer

PNT polymer

Part

Cosmetic backplate cover

Quick connect cable/
pigtail – 18 inch

Magnetic stripe
read head

Mounting backplate

Part number

Mini-mullion/
mullion

23846462

47252693

Mini-mullion

23846355

Mullion

23846397

Dimensions

CP-11

Single gang

CP-15

Single gang

23846439

Mid range

CP-21

Magnetic stripe

24152654

Mini-mullion/
mullion

6.70" x 2.50"

Single gang

5.65" x 3.85"

Mid-range

6.45" x 5.50"

Color
options

N/A

Black
(standard)

Cool tone
gray

Cream

Warm tone
brown

N/A

5.1" x 3.25" x 0.76"

Allegion, the Allegion logo, Schlage and the Schlage logo are trademarks of Allegion plc, its
subsidiaries and/or affiliates in the United States and other countries. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners.

About Allegion
Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading brands
like CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, Schlage®, SimonsVoss® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security
around the door and adjacent areas, Allegion produces a range of solutions for homes,
businesses, schools and other institutions. Allegion is a $2 billion company, with products
sold in almost 130 countries. For more, visit www.allegion.com.
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